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See a list of important dates in the Hijri calendar! Covers year: 2017 - 2018 CE Download: PDF Hijri Calendar 1439 AH Muharram September - October 2017 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 121 222 323 424 525 626 727 82 8 929 1030 111 122 133 144 155 166 177 188 199 2010 2111 2212 2313 2414 2515 2616 2717 28 18 2919 3020 SafarEkim - November 2017 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 121 222 323 424
525 626 727 828 929 1030 1131 12 1 132 143 154 165 176 187 198 209 2110 2211 2312 2413 2514 2615 2716 2817 2918 3019 Rabi' al-AwwalNovember - December 2017 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 120 221 322 423 524 625 726 827 928 1029 20291130 121 132 143 154 165 17 6 187 198 209 2110 2211 2312 2413 2514 2615 2716 2817 2918 3 019 Rabi' ath-ThaniDecesssed 2017 - January 2018
PazMonTue WedThuFriSat 120 221 322 423 524 625 726 827 928 1029 1130 1231 1 31 142 153 164 175 186 197 208 219 22 10 2311 2412 2513 2614 2715 2816 2917 Jumada al-UlaJanuary - February 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 118 219 320 421 522 623 724 825 926 1027 1128 1229 1330 1431 151 162 173 184 195 206 217 228 239 2410 2511 2612 2713 28 14 2915 3016 Jumada al-
AhirahFebruary - March 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 117 218 319 420 521 622 723 824 925 1026 112 7 1228 131 142 153 164 175 186 197 208 219 2210 208 2192311 2412 2513 2614 2715 2816 2917 3018 RajabMarch - April 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 119 220 321 422 523 624 725 826 927 1028 1129 1230 1331 141 152 163 174 185 196 207 218 229 2310 2411 2512 2613 2714 2815 2916
SabanNisan - May 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 117 218 31 420 521 622 723 824 925 1026 1127 1228 1329 1430 151 162 173 184 195 206 217 228 239 2410 25111 2612 2713 2814 2915 3016 Ramadan May - June 2018 SunMonTueWedThu FriSat 117 218 319 420 521 622 723 824 925 1026 1127 1228 1329 1430 1531 161 172 183 194 205 216 227 238 249 2510 2611 2712 2813 2914 Shevval
June - July 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 115 216 317 418 519 620 721 721822 923 1024 1125 1226 1327 1428 1529 1630 171 1 82 193 204 215 226 237 248 259 2610 2711 27112812 2913 Dhul-Qa'dahJuly - August 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 114 215 316 417 518 619 720 821 922 1023 1124 1225 1326 1427 1528 1629 1730 1831 191 202 213 224 235 246 257 268 279 2810 2911 3012 Dhul-
HijjahAutos - September 2018 SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 113 214 315 416 517 618 719 820 921 1022 1123 1224 1325 1426 15 All information about 27 1628 1729 1830 1931 201 212 223 234 245 256 267 278 289 2910 IslamicFinder.org 2910 is confirmeded by professionals in advance. If you find any inappropriate material (or links to inappropriate material), please contact us. 1- Muharram9- 10
September-October SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 121222233444525626727828929103011111111314155166171881992011112223132414251526162717281829193020 2- Safar10- 11 October-November SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 12122223234445256267278289291030111111143154165176187198209211102112312222412615271628172918 3- Rabi I11- 12 November-December
SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 1192203214225236 247258269271028112912212151531616417171218612222513126142715281629173018 4- Rabi II12- Rabi II12- 1- January SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 119220321422523624725826927102811291230133114115216317418519620721822923102411251226132714281529163017 5- Jumada I1- January 2- February SunMonTueWedThuFriSat
118219320421522623724825926102711281229133014311511621731841952062172282392410251126122713281429153016 6- Jumada II2- February 3- March SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 11721831942052162272382492510261127122813114215316417518619720821922102311241225132614271528162917 7- Rajab3- March 4- April SunMonTueWedThuFriSat
118219320421522623724825926102711281229133014311511621731841952062172282392410251126122713281429153016 8- Shaaban4- April 5- May SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 11721831942052162272382492510261127122813291430151162173184195206217228239241025112612271328142915 9- Ramadan5- May 6- June SunMonTueWedThuFriSat
116217318419520621722823924102511261227132814291530163117118219320421522623724825926102711281229133014 10- Shawwal6- June 7- July SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 11521631741851962072182292310241125122613271428152916301711821932042152262372482592610271128122913 11- Dhu al-Qidah7- July 8- August SunMonTueWedThuFriSat
11421531641751861972082192210231124122513261427152816291730183119120221322423524625726827928102911 12- Dhu al-Hijjah8- August 9- September SunMonTueWedThuFriSat 112213314415516617718819920102111221223132414251526162717281829193020312112222332442552662772882993010 Very nice website. Thanks for the beautiful printable calendar! - Imam Malik This
article is about the Hijri calendar based on lunar observation. See the Solar Hijri calendar for the solar calendar, whose first year is pinned to the Hijri calendar. For a rule-based Hijri calendar, see the Taboo Islamic calendar. The lunar calendar to determine religious worship by Muslims today 22 October 2020 Thursday October 22, 2020 MS/5 Rabi' al-awwal 1442 AH Taboos Using calculations Islamic
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Academicians Art Calendar Children's Circumcision Demographic Denominations Economics Education Exorcism Feminism Festivals LGBT Finance Madrasah Ethics Teaching Mosque Sufi Mosque Tasis Islam Philosophy Poetry Politics Proselytizing Science Slavery Social Welfare Women Related topics Islam Criticism Islam Apostasy Islam Islam and other religions Islam Islam and violent terror war
Islamophobia Jihadism Dictionary Islam portalvte Islamic Calendar stampking king Khalid airport (10 Rajab 1428 / 24 July 2007) Islamic calendar (Arabic : ّيِرِْجْهل� مِيوْقتل�   at-taqwūm al-hijri), a lunar calendar consisting of 12 months month by month, also known as Hijri, Ay Hijri, Muslim or Arabic calendar 354 or 355 days a year. It is used to determine the appropriate days of Islamic holidays and rituals,
such as the annual period of fasting and the appropriate time for hajj. In almost all countries where islam is the dominant religion, the civilian calendar is the Gregorian calendar, and Syriax moon names are used in the Levant and Mesopotamia (Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine). Key exceptions to this rule are Iran and Afghanistan, which use the Solar Hijri calendar. Regular commitments such as
rents, fees and so on are usually paid by the civil calendar. [excerpt required] The Hijri calendar uses the Hijri period, established as the Islamic new year of 622 a.m. [1] In the same year, Muhammad and his followers emigrated from Mecca to Medina, where they formed the first Muslim community (ummbular) known as hijri. In the West, dates during this period are often expressed as AH (Latin: Anno
Hegirae, Hijri year) in parallel with christian (AD), Common (CE) and Jewish periods (AM). In Muslim countries, it is also sometimes expressed as H[2] from its Arabic form (abbreviated to یووررم ووی  یوروی  ). In English, the years before Hijri were mentioned as BiH (Before Hijri). [3] As of October 2020[update] CE, the current Islamic year is 1442 AH. In the Gregorian calendar, 1442 AH runs from
approximately August 20, 2020 to August 9, 2021. [4] [5] [a] Pre-Islamic calendar Main article: The pre-Islamic calendar is for Central Arabia, especially For Mecca, there is a lack of epigraphic evidence, but details are found in the writings of Muslim writers of the Abbasid era. The inscriptions of ancient Southern Arab calendars reveal the use of a number of local calendars. At least some of these Southern
Arab calendars followed the lunisolar system. Both al-Biruni and al-Mas'udi say that ancient Arabs used their names in the same month as Muslims, but they also record other lunar names used by pre-Islamic Arabs. [6] The Islamic tradition agrees that the Arabs of Tihamah, Hedj and Najm distinguish between two months and distinguish between permitted (یalāl) and forbidden (alala) months. [6] The
forbidden months were four months in which the fight was forbidden, listed as rajab and three months during the hajj season, dhu al-Qa'dah, Dhu al-Hijjah and Muharram. [6] Although not the same as the forbidden months, a similar concept was also proved by Procopius, in which Lakhmid al-Mundhir described a ceasefire that eastern Arabs revered for two months on the summer solstice of 541 A.D. [6]
However, Muslim historians do not link these months to a specific season. The Qur'an binds four forbidden months with Nesū. [6] According to Muslim tradition, the decision to postpone was made by the Kinanah tribe[7] by Kinanah's al-Qalammas and a man known as his descendants (pl. qalāmisa). [8] Different interpretations of the concept has been suggested. [9] Both Muslim[10][11] and some Western
sythings argue that the pre-Islamic calendar used in Central Arabia is a purely lunar calendar similar to the modern Islamic calendar. According to this view, Nesū relates to the pre-Islamic practices of Meccan Arabs, where they will change the distribution of forbidden months within a certain year without implying a calendar manipulation. This interpretation was supported by Arab historians and dictionaries
such as Ibn Hisham, Ibn Manzur and the korpusu of the Quran. [12] This is confirmed by an early Sabaic writing in which a religious ritual is postponed (ns'w) due to war. According to the contents of this article, the verb ns has nothing to do with the intermediate task, but it is only about moving religious events within the calendar. The similarity between the religious concept of this ancient writing and the
Qur'an suggests that non-calendar procrastination also means the Qur'an of Nesū. [6] The Encyclopedia of Islam says that Nasū's Arab system may only be designed to carry the Hajj and its associated fairs around Mecca into an appropriate season of the year. It was not intended to create a fixed calendar to be observed in general. [13] The term fixed calendar usually refers to a non-intermediate
calendar. Others agree that this is actually a lunar calendar, but they say it was converted into a lunisolar calendar about 200 years before Hijri, which includes an intermediate month added from time to time to make the pilgrimage in the year when goods are most abundant. This interpretation was first suggested by medieval Muslim astrologer and astronomer Ubu Ma's shar al-Balkhi, later al-Biruni,[8][14]
al-Mas'udi and some western scientists. [15] This comment was synonymous with the Arabic word for intercalation (kabūsa). The Arabs learned of this kind of interaction from the Jews, according to a statement stated by Abu Ma's shar. [7] [8] [14] Nasi, a Jew, was the official who decided to take a break from the Jewish calendar. [16] Some sources say that Arabs follow Jewish practices and take a seven-
month break for nineteen years, or take a nine-month break for 24 years; However, there is no consensus among academics on this issue. [17] Postponing a ritual in a particular situation (Nasū') does not mean changing the order of the moons, and scientists agree that this did not happen. Al-Biruni also says this did not work,[14] and the festivals were held in their own season by intercalation every second
or third year of a month between Dhu al-Hijjah and Muharram. It also says that in terms of the fixed calendar, which was not introduced until 10 AH (MS 632 MS), the first intercalation, for example, was the second of a month between Dhu al-Hijjah and Muharram, a month and safar, the third of a month between Safar and Rabi'I, and so on. [14] The tasses are arranged to be seven every nineteen years.
The interim communiqué was given to hajj, followed by Nasū and Muharram the following month. On the other hand, if the names are related to the fixed calendar rather than intercalated, the second intercalation, for example, allows for the first intercalation between Muharram and Safar a month and the third intercalation of a month between Safar and Rabi'I allowed for two previous intercalations, and so
on. It is time for the intermediate point to move from beginning to end of the year (twelve th thing) when the fixed calendar is rotated once during the seasons (approximately 32 1/2 tropical years). Such a system has two major drawbacks, which explains why it is not used anywhere in the world. First, a cycle (the only known cycles in antiquith cannot be arranged with octaeteris (3 intercalations in 8 years)
and enneadecaeteris (7 intercalations in 19 years). Although some scholars (see list above) claim that holy months are mixed for convenience without interim dismissal, there is currently no documentary record of the festivals of holy months observed in any month other than the month they are observed. Sura Qur'an 9.37 refers only to the postponement of a holy month. If it had been mixed as suggested,
there would have been a ban on expectations as well. If the festivities of the holy months were kept in season by moving to the following months, they would move for twelve months in just 33 years. If that were the case, at least one writer would talk about it. Sura 9.36 The number of months belonging to Allah is twelve months and the sura of 37 means to set the number of months. This type of adjustment
can only be affected by intercalation. There are some indications that the interim calendar resembles the Jewish calendar, which begins in the spring of the year. [18] The moon themselves has hints of names: Rabi' I - first spring Rabi' II - second spring Jumada I - the first month of Jumada II in roasted land - the second month of sha'ban of parched land - Arabs to find Ramadan in scattered water - roasted
Shevval - female camel raised intercalated calendar last year (MS 632) after calving raised their tails, Dhu al-Hijjah corresponded to March. The Battle of the Trench in Shevval and the Dhu'l Qi'dah of AH 5 coincided with the harsh winter weather. Military campaigns clustered around Ramadan, dispersed in the summer heat and banned during the entire fighting Rajab, at height Rajab AH 9 Plate invasion
was prevented by very hot weather and drought. Ah 1 Muhammad recorded the Jews of Yathrib observing a festival when he arrived on Monday, 8 Rabi'I. Rabi'I is the third month, and if it coincides with the third month of the Jewish calendar, the festival will be held on the 6th and 7th of that month. More About Banning Nasū: Nasi's prohibition of the Prophet Muhammad's Nesū. Al-Biruni's Remaining Signs
of the Past Centuries (a 17th-century copy of the first Ilhanli manuscript of the 14th century) was found in an illustrated copy. [19] In the tenth year of hijri hijri, Muslims documented in the Qur'an (Sura Repentan) believe that Allah has uncovered nasū's prohibition. Twelve in the Book of Allah, who created the heavens and the earth, and the number of months with Allah. Four are sacred. That is the right
religion. So they are wrong not to each other during. And let them know that he is with the unbelievers for fear of God, even if they fight you completely. Know that intercalation (nasi) is a supplement for disbelief. The unbelievers make a lawful mistake in one year and forbidden in the other, in a year to set the number of months made sacred by Allah and made lawful for the holy. The evil of their route
seems nice to them. But May Allah lead the unbelievers. — Sûre-repent(9), Ayahs 36-37[20] The ban on Nasū was probably announced when he returned to his place in the interim months just before the start of the month. If Nasū means intercalation, the number and location of the interim period between AH 1 and AH 10 is unclear; The dates of the western calendar, often referred to as hijri, badr war,
uhud war and trench warfare, should be seen with caution as they may be mistaken by one, two, three, or even four months. This prohibition was expressed by the Prophet Mohammed during the farewell sermon given on 9 Dhu al-Hijjah AH 10 (Friday, March 6, 632 AD) on Mount Arafat to go on a farewell pilgrimage to Mecca. [excerpt required] How can he make a mistake for the unbelievers? They allow
Nasi for one year and ban him for one year. They observe the divine principle based on the number of holy months, but in fact they curse what God declares untouchable and bless what God declares blasphemy. Certainly time has returned, as it did in its revolution, in the creation of the heavens and the earth. In the eyes of Allah, the number of months is twelve. It stands alone in four holy, i.e., Rajab,
between twelve months, and three others in a row.— Translated by Sherrard Beaumont Burnaby[21] Three consecutive sacred (forbidden) months Dhu al-Qa'dah, Dhu al-Hijjah and Muharram are 11, 12 and 1 months, respectively, by Muhammad (pbuh). The only forbidden month is Rajab, month 7. These months were considered forbidden within both the new Islamic calendar and the old pagan Mecca
calendar. [22] [6] [23] [24] [25] The days of the week begin at sunset, as in the Hebrew and Bahá'í calendars. The Christian ritual day held in monasteries begins with vespers (vespers), which are evenings in accordance with other Ibrahimi traditions. Christian and the planet begin at midnight following weekdays. Muslims gather for worship at a mosque at noon on the day of the gathering (Yawm al-Cûah),
which falls on Friday. Thus, the collection day is generally considered a weekly day off. This is often made official, with many Muslim countries considered official weekends on Fridays and Saturdays (e.g., Egypt, Saudi Arabia) or Thursdays and Fridays, during which time offices are closed; other countries (e.g., Iran) prefer to rest on Friday alone for one day. Several people (e.g., Turkey, Pakistan, Morocco,
Nigeria) have agreed to a Saturday-Sunday weekend while making a business day with a long lunch break to allow for Friday worship. [excerpt required] No, no, no, no, Name Arabic Meaning Gregorian money 1 al-Aیad دَحَْأل�  A Sunday 2 el-Ithnayn ْنَيْنِثْإل�  Second Monday 3rd ath-Thulāthāū ءَاثَالثل�  Third Tuesday 4th al-Arbiýāi ءَاِعبْرَْأل�  Fourth Wednesday 5 al-Hamūs سيِمَْخل�  Fifth Thursday 6th hand -Judah

َةعْمُْجل�  Friday 7 as-Sabt ْتبسل�  The Fourth Rest of the Twelve Hijri month Saturday Month is considered four holy months: Rajab (7) and Dhū al-Qa'dah (11) three consecutive months , Dhu al-Muaviye (12) and Muaviye (1). [26] The lunar calendar lags behind the solar calendar for about ten days each Gregorian year, with the months of the Islamic calendar falling to different places in the Gregorian
calendar each year. The cycle repeats every 33 months. [27] No. The name Arabic Meaning Note 1 al-Muیarram مرَحُْمل�  is forbidden for a holy month, because it is forbidden to fight and fight of any kind (یarām) during this month. It includes Ashura, the tenth day of the month of Muharram. Since 2 pre-Islamic Arab houses are empty at this time of year, the so-called invalidity is named after the invaders
while collecting food. Another rumor is that after defeating their enemies in battle, they are used to loot their homes without leaving anything behind. 3 Rabūū al-یAwwal,Rabūū el-Ūlā لوَْأل� وررررر   or the first spring َٰىلوُْأل� وروررر   also means grazing, because cattle are grazed during this month. It is a very sacred month of celebration for many Muslims, as it was the month muhammad was born. [28] 4
Rabūūa ath-Thānū,Rabūū al-Ūkhir second spring, last spring 5 Jumādā al-یAwwal, Jumadā al-Ūlā لوَْأل� َٰىداَمُج   or َٰىلوُْأل� َٰىداَمُج   roasted land first ِيناثل� ورروررر   or رِخْآل� رررررر   It is considered a pre-Islamic summer. Jumādā may also be related to a verb that means freezing, and another narrative is that water will freeze at this time of year. 6 Jumādā ath-Thāniyah,Jumādā al-یĀkhirah َةِيناثل� َٰىداَمُج   or َٰىداَمُج

ةَرِخْآل�  the second of the parched lands, the last of the roasted land 7 Rajab رووور  respect, honor this is the second holy month in which fighting is not confiscated. Rajab may also be related to a verb meant to remove the heads of pre-Islamic Arabs because they avoid dismantling their spears and fighting. 8 Sâbān was marked when the Arab tribes dispersed to find water. Sha'bān may also be related to a
verb that means being between two things. Another account relates that the month lies between Rajab and Ramadan, because it was therefore called. 9 Ramaیān راروورور  burning heat is related to hunger. It is supposedly called because of the high temperatures caused by the sun's extreme heat. Ramaیān Hijri is the most revered month of the calendar. During this time, Muslims should fast from dawn
to sunset and give alms to the poor and needy. Female camels, bred in 10 Shalwāl راروروی , would normally be in the calf at this time of year and lift their tails. On the first day of this month, Eid al-Fitr, The Feast of Fasting begins as fasting and the end of Ramadhan. 11 Zū al-Qaeda is َةْدعَْقل�  holy month in which this war of ceasefire/sitting is forbidden. People are allowed to defend themselves if they are
attacked. 12 During this month, Muslim ةجِْحل�  pilgrims from around the world gather in Mecca to visit the Kaaba. The hajj is held on the eighth, ninth and tenth day of this month. Arafah Day takes place on the ninth day of the month. Eid al-Adha begins on the tenth day and ends at sunset in the t12th, and this is the fourth holy month in which war is forbidden. The length of the month begins the birth of the
new lunar cycle each month of the Islamic calendar. Traditionally this moon crescent (crescent) is based on the actual observation of marking the end of the previous lunar cycle and hence the previous month, thus starting the new moon. As a result, each moon can be 29 or 30 days depending on the visibility of the moon, the astronomical positioning of the earth and weather conditions. However, some
denominations and groups, most notably Bohras Muslims i.e. Alavis, Dawoodis and Suleimai, and Shiite Ismaili Muslims, use a taboo Islamic calendar (see section below) where the odd number is thirty days (and also a left-to-date year ty twelve months) and even months 29. Prohibition of the name Ramadan According to numerous hadiste, 'Ramadan' is one of the names of Allah in Islam and therefore
the calendar month and therefore it is forbidden to say only Ramadan and Sunnis,[29][30][31][31][33][33][34][35] Shiite[36][37][37][38][39][40][40][41] and Zaydi[42] As stated in the hadiths,[42] it is important to say the month of Ramadan. Main article of year numbering: Hijri years in pre-Islamic Arabia, it is customte to detect a year after a major incident occurred in it. Thus, according to Islamic tradition,
Yemen's governor, Abraha, who was then ethiopia's Christian Kingdom, tried to destroy the Kaaba with an army that also involved several elephants. The raid failed, but that year was known as the Year of the Elephant where Muhammad was born (sura al-Fil). Most use a minority this year equal to 570 MS/CE, but 571 MS. Hijri's first decade was not numbered, but according to Abū Rayūān al-Būrūnū was
chosen after events in Muhammad's life:[43] the year of leave. It's the year of the war order. It's the year of the trial. It's a year of congratulations on marriage. It's the year of the earthquake. Year of questioning. It's a year of glory. The year of equality. The year of exemption. It's the year of the farewell. In Ah 17 (638 A.D.), Abu Musa Ashaari, one of khalifa Omar's officials in the Basrah, complained that
there were no years in the correspondence he received from Hazrat Omar, made it difficult for him to determine which instructions were the latest. This report convinced Omar of the need to start a period for Muslims. After discussing this issue with his advisers, he decided that the first year should be the arrival of The Prophet Muhammad in Medina (also known as Yathrib before the arrival of The Prophet
Muhammad). [44] For this, Uthman ibn Affan suggesteds began at that time in accordance with the established arab customs. Thus, the Hijri calendar year began with the muharram month of Muhammad's arrival in Medina, and the real migration began with the arrival of The Prophet Muhammad in Medina, although the intercalated calendar takes place in Safar and Rabi' I, two months before Muharram
begins in the new fixed calendar. [2] Hijri is named hijri calendar because of the calendar. F A Shamsi (1984) I asswere that the Arabic calendar will never be suspended. According to him, the first day of the first month of the new fixed Hijri calendar (1 Muharram AH 1) was no different from what was observed at that time. The day the Prophet moved from Kuba to Medina was 26 Rabi' I in the pre-Islamic
calendar. [45] 1 The new fixed calendar corresponded to Muharram Friday, July 16, 622 MS / CE, equivalent civilian taboos date (same daylight period) in the Julian calendar. [46] [47] The Islamic day began at sunset before sunset on the evening of July 15. This Julian history (July 16) has been determined by medieval Muslim astronomers over time by reflecting their taboo Islamic calendar, their taboo
Islamic calendar, which had changed every month year plus eleven left-hand days every 30 years. For example, al-Biruni mentioned this Julian date in 1000 Although not used by medieval Muslim astronomers or modern scientists to determine the Islamic age, the thin crescent moon would also become visible first (assuming the clouds did not hide it) on the evening of July 15, 1.5 days after the relevant
dark moon (astronomical new moon) on the morning of July 14. [49] In Hagarism, Cook and Crone: The Making of the Islamic World mention a coin from AH 17, but the use of a hijri calendar date for the first time alongside a date in another calendar (Kipti) in hijri calendar history is on a papyrus from Egypt in AH 22, PERF 558. Astronomical considerations Additional excerpts are required for verification in
this section. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unsourced material can be challenged and removed. (October 2016) Because the Islamic calendar relies on specific variable observation methods to determine month-to-start dates (learn how and when to remove this template message), these dates sometimes differ slightly from the lunar start dates of the astronomical
lunar calendar based on direct astronomical calculations. Nevertheless, the Islamic calendar rarely varies from the astronomical-lunar-calendar system to more than three days and is roughly about. Both the Islamic calendar and astronomical-lunar-calendar calculations take into account the solar year, and thus both of these strictly moon-based calendar systems have no ability to consider the timing of the
four seasons of the year. In the astronomical-lunar-calendar system, 12 months a year is 354.37 days long. In this calendar system, the lunar moons begin exactly at the time of the monthly connection, when the moon is most directly located between the earth and the sun. The moon is defined as the average duration of the Lunar revolution around the Earth (29.53 days). According to the contract, 30 days
and 29 days be successful with each other, adding up to 59 full days for two months. This leaves only a small monthly variation on the account for 44 minutes, which adds up to a total of 24 hours (i.e. equivalent to a full day) over 2.73 years. To close accounts, just add one day to the Gregorian calendar every four years, as well as one day every three years in the lunar calendar. [50] Technical details of the
adjustment are described in the Taboo Islamic calendar. The Islamic calendar, however, is based on a different set of contracts used to set month start dates. [51] Each month still has 29 or 30 days, but due to the variable observation method used, there is usually no noticeable pattern in sorting 29 or 30-day month lengths. Traditionally, the first day of each month is the day (starting at sunset) when the
crescent (crescent moon) is first seen shortly after sunset. If the crescent is not observed immediately after the 29th day of the month Because the clouds block his vision or because the western sky is still so bright when the moon sinks, it is the 30th day that begins at sunset. Such a sighting must be made by one or more trusted men testifying before a committee of Muslim leaders. Determining the most
likely day the Crescent could be observed was a motivation for Muslims' interest in astronomy, which put Islam at the forefront of this science for centuries. Nevertheless, because both lunar computational systems are ultimately based on the lunar cycle itself, both systems overlap roughly, no more than three days from synchronisation with each other. Clergy observe the moon. This traditional practice for
determining the start date of the month is still being followed by the overwhelming majority of Muslim countries. The new moon (or fail, waiting for 30 days to be completed) continues with its own monthly observation before each Islamic state declares the beginning of a new moon on its territory. However, the moon becomes visible only about 17 hours after the crescent is ibled and is subject to the
presence of a number of favorable conditions based not only on weather, time, geographical location, as well as various astronomical parameters. [52] Given that the moon has sunk to the west and sun later, and its age has increased since the 19th, Western Muslim countries can observe the new moon the day before eastern Muslim countries under favorable conditions. Because of the interaction of all
these factors, the beginning of each month varies from one Muslim country to another during the 48-hour period following the merger. The information provided by the calendar in any country does not pass the current month. Some Muslim countries try to overcome some of these challenges by applying different astronomy-related rules to determine the beginning of the months. Thus, Malaysia, Indonesia
and a few others begin each month at sunset on the first sunset when the moon sank after the sun (moonset after sunset). In Egypt, the moon begins at sunset, the first time the moon sank at least five minutes after the sun. But a detailed analysis of the available data shows that there are big differences between what countries say they are doing about it and what they actually do. In some cases, what a
country says it does is impossible. [53] [54] Due to the volatile nature of the Islamic calendar, in most Muslim countries, the Islamic calendar is primarily used for religious purposes, while the Sun-based Gregorian calendar is still primarily used in trade and agriculture. If theological considerations were prepared using astronomical calculations of the Islamic calendar, Muslims in the Islamic world could use it
to meet all their needs, such as the way they use the Gregorian calendar today. But, there are different opinions it is legal to do so. [55] The majority of theologians oppose the use of calculations (beyond the restriction that each month should not be less than 29 days or more than 30 days) on the grounds that muhammad did not comply with muhammad's proposal to observe the new month of Ramadan
and Shalal in order to determine the beginning of these months. [56] [57] [b] However, some lawyers see no contradiction between the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad and the use of calculations to determine the beginning of the lunar months. [58] They believe that Muhammad's advice was adapted to the culture of time and should not be confused with acts of worship. [59] [60] [61] Lawyers Ahmed
Mohammed Shakir and Yusuf al-Karadavi approved the use of calculations to determine the beginning of all months of the Islamic calendar in 1939 and 2004, respectively. [62] So did the North American Fiqh Council (FCNA) in 2006 and the European Fatwa and Research Council (ECFR) in 2007. [66] [67] France's leading Muslim associations also announced in 2012 that they would use a timetable based
on astronomical calculations, taking into account criteria for the possibility of crescent sightings anywhere on Earth. [68] [69] However, shortly after the formal acceptance of the rule by the French Muslim Faith Council (CFCM) in 2013, the association's new administration decided on the eve of Ramadan 2013 to comply with the Saudi announcement, rather than enforce the newly accepted rule. This
resulted in the division of the Muslim community in France, with some members following the new rule and others following the Saudi announcement. Ismaili-Taiyebi Bohras, the da'i al-mutlaq company, follows the taboo Islamic calendar (see section below) based on astronomical calculations of the days of Fatima imams. Turkey's 12-month Islamic calendars turkish Muslims use the Islamic calendar
calculated years ago by the Directorate of Religious Affairs (Directorate of Religious Affairs). 1 The Turkish lunar calendar calculated between 1400 AH (November 21, 1979) and 29 Zilhicce 1435 (October 24, 2014) was based on the following rule: The moon will begin in some parts of the terrestrial sphere on the evening when the calculated center of the lunar crescent at sunset is 5° more than the local
horizon and more than 8° above the sun (geocentric). In the current rule (calculated) the lunar crescent must be above Ankara's local horizon at sunset. [70] Saudi Arabia's um al-Qura calendar uses the engagement method to determine saudi arabia's Hijri calendar at the beginning of each month. Since AH 1419 (1998/99), several official crescent engagement committees have been established by the
government to determine the first visual image of the lunar crescent at the beginning of each month. Nevertheless, religious authorities also allow testimony less experienced observers announce sightings of the lunar crescent on a date so that they could often see none of the official committees. The country also uses the um al-Kura calendar based on astronomical calculations, but this is limited to
administrative purposes. The parameters used to create this calendar have undergone significant changes over the decade to AH 1423. [71] [72] Before AH 1420 (before April 18, 1999), if the age of the moon was at least 12 hours at sunset in Riyadh, it would have been the first day of the month that ended at sunset. This caused the Saudis to celebrate holy days one or even two days ago from other
Muslim-majority countries, including Hajj dates, which can only be dated using Saudi dates because they were made in Mecca. For AH 1420-22, if a cluster of moons formed after sunset in Mecca, the day that began at sunset was actually the first day of the Saudi moon, the same rule used by Malaysia, Indonesia and others (except where the crescent was observed). Since the beginning of AH 1423
(March 16, 2002), the rule has been somely clarified by requiring the sun to set after sunset in Mecca, requiring the geocentric combination of the sun and moon to take place before sunset. This allows the moon to pass the sun at sunset and make the sky too bright to see the crescent just before the moon set. In 2007, the Islamic Society of North America, the North American Fiqh Council and the
European Fatwa and Research Council announced that they would now use a timetable based on calculations using the same parameters as the um-Qur'an calendar to determine the beginning of all lunar months (and therefore all religious worship-related days). This was thought to be a first step in the future towards unanning the calendars of Muslims around the world. [73] Since October 1, 2016, as a
cost-deductible measure, Saudi Arabia has no longer been able to use the Gregorian calendar, not the Islamic calendar, to pay monthly salaries for Government employees. [74] [75] Other calendars using the Islamic period are the Sun Hijri calendar, a solar calendar used in Iran and Afghanistan that emigrated to Medina in 622 A.D. from The Prophet Muhammad's emigrate from Hijri or Mecca to Medina.
[76] Taboo Islamic calendar Main article: Taboo Islamic calendar Taboos Islamic calendar is a rule-based variation of the Islamic calendar in which months are permeed by arithmetic rules instead of observation or astronomical calculation. It has a 30-year cycle with 355 days 11 remn0 years and 354 days 19 years. In the long run, about 2,500 solar years or 2,570 months a day in the year are true. It also
devises for about a day or two in the short term. Kuwait algorithm Main article: Taboo Islamic calendar § Kuwait algorithm uses Microsoft Kuwait algorithm, a variable Islamic calendar,[77] to convert Gregorian dates to Islamic dates. Microsoft claimed that the varience was based on statistical analysis of historical data from Kuwait, but matched a known taboo calendar. Important dates The main article:
Muslim holidays are important dates in Islamic (Hijri): 1 Muharram: Sunni Islamic New Year. 10 Muharram: Ashura Day. For Sunnis, the passage of the Red Man by Moses occurred today. For both Shiites and Sunnis, the martyrdom of Muhammad's grandson Hussein bin Ali and his followers. 12. Rabi al-Awwal: The birth of the Prophet to Mevlid or sunnis. 17 Rabi al-Awwal: Mawlid for Shiites. 27 Rajab:
Israel and Mi'raj for the majority of Muslims. 15 Saban: Mid-Sha'ban or Forgiveness Night. For the twelve, it is also the birthday of Mohammed al-Majdi, the Tym2 Imam. Ramadan 1: Shiite Islamic New Year. First day of fasting. 27 Ramadan: Nüzal al-Qur'an. It is the most likely day that Muhammad received the first verses of the Qur'an. (17 Ramadan in Indonesia and Malaysia) The last third of Ramadan,
which includes Laylat al-Kadir. 1 Shevval: Eid al-Fitr. 8-13 Dhu al-Hijjah: Hajj to Mecca. 9 Dhu al-Hijjah: Arafa Day. 10 Dhu al-Hijjah: Eid al-Adha. Important days for Shiite Muslims: 9 Rabi' al-Awwal: Eid-e-Shuja' (Revenge taken by Mukhtar al-Thaqafi). 13 Rajab: Ali ibn Ebi Talib's birthday 3 Saban: Hussein bin Ali's birthday. Ramadan 21: Martyrdom of Ali bin Abi Talib. Conversion to Hijri Gregorian history,
or the opposite of the Civilized and Hijri founding dates of a library in the Old City, can be done for the greatest accuracy (one day per 15,186 years) using the Jerusalem Conversions Taboo Islamic calendar or through the Jewish calendar. Theoretically, if displacement, a feature of the Jewish system, is ignored, the days of the moon correspond in both calendars. The following table gives the Muslim
month corresponding to the first Jewish month, for nineteen years. Year AD/CE Year AH Muslimmonth 2011 1432 5 2012 1433 5 2013 1434 5 2014 1435 6 2015 1436 6 2016 1437 7 2017 1438 7 2018 1439 7 2019 1440 8 2020 1441 8 AD/Year Muslim 2021 1442 8 2022 1443 9 2023 1444 9 2024 1445 10 2025 1446 10 2026 1447 10 2027 1448 11 2028 1449 11 2029 1450 11 This table can be extended
from every nineteen years the number of Muslim months increases by seven. When it goes over twelve, remove the twelve and add one of the years AH. The number of months from 412 MS/CE to 632 AD/CE is 1, and the calculation gives the month up to one month. 622 AD/CE corresponds to BiH 1 and AH 1. In previous years, the year BH = (623 or 622) – year AD / CE). The tone or style of this article
may not reflect the encyclopedic tone used in Wikipedia. See the Wikipedia guide to write better articles for suggestions. (July 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Sample calculation: What is ah the marital date and year of the first day of the first month of 20875 AD/CE? We find the first The number of months corresponding to the first month of the Jewish year that began in
20874. Dividing 20874 by 19 gives 1098 and the remaining 12 times. Dividing 2026 by 19 gives 106 and the remaining 12 episodes. 2026 is selected for giving the same section up to 19 according to 20874. Hence two years (1098-106)=992×19 years. Therefore, the number of Muslim months corresponding to the first Jewish month was 992×7=6944 by 2026. Twelve years and months - 6944/12=578 years
and 8 months to divide. Adding, we get 1447y 10m + 20874y - 2026y + 578y 8m = 20874y 6m. Therefore, the first month of the Jewish year that began in 20874 corresponds to the sixth month of THE AH in the Muslim year MS/20874. The example studied in Transformation between Jewish and marital dates shows that the first day of this month is Friday, June 14th, with a marital history (ignoring
displacement). Ah 20875 will therefore begin seven months later, on the first day of the eighth Jewish month, which suggests that the study was, for example, 7 January 20875 MS/CE (again ignoring displacement). The date given by this method, when calculating, may be one day different from the actual date determined by observation. Reading the following section will show that AH 20875 is entirely in
the year 20875 Ad/MS, and that these correspondences will take place a year ago in the Gregorian calendar. The reason for the discrepancy is that the Gregorian year (like Julian, though less) is a little too long, so the Gregorian date for a particular AH date will be earlier and the Muslim calendar grows earlier. Current correlations will be entirely in a Gregorian year in the same number of Islamic years in
20874, this year the number of Islamic years will always be greater than the number of simultaneous civilian years. The Islamic calendar year 1429 took place entirely in the civil calendar year of 2008. Such years occur every 33 or 34 Islamic years (32 or 33 civil years). Daha fazla burada listelenmiştir: İslam yılı içinde İslam yılı İslami yıl 1026 1617 591 1060 1650 590 1093 1682 589 1127 1715 588 1161
1748 587 1194 1780 586 1228 1813 585 1261 1845 584 1295 1878 583 1329 1911 582 1362 1943 581 1396 1976 580 1429 2008 579 1463 2041 578 1496 2073 577 1530 2106 576 1564 2139 575 1597 2171 574 1631 2204 573 1664 2236 572 1698 2269 571 1732 2302 570 1765 2334 569 1799 2367 568 1832 2399 567 1866 2432 566 1899 2464 565 1933 2497 564 1967 2530 563 2000 2562 562 Hicri
veya İslami ay yılı bir sivil yıldan 10 ila 12 gün daha kısa olduğu için, bir önceki Hicri yılın başladığı sivil yılı takip eden sivil yıl içinde 10-12 gün önce başlar. The beginning of the Hijri year (1 Muharram) every 33 or 34 Hijri years, or every 32 or 33 civilian years, coincides with one of the first ten days of January. Next Hijri New Year moves back through civilian years January again, every civilian month
passes from December to January. The Islamic calendar uses is now primarily used for religious purposes and for official dateing of public events and documents in Muslim countries. It cannot be used entirely for agricultural them because of its nature as a lunar calendar, and historically Islamic communities have used other calendars for this purpose: the Egyptian calendar used to be common in Islamic
countries, and the Iranian calendar and the 1789 Ottoman calendar (modified Julian calendar) were also used for agriculture in their countries. [excerpt required] In the Levant and Iraq, the Arabic names of the Babylon calendar are still used in all secular matters. [excerpt required] In the Maghreb, rural Berber farmers still use the Julian calendar for agricultural purposes. [78] These local solar calendars
have gained importance through the almost universal universal lyceolity of the Gregorian calendar for civic purposes. [excerpt required] Saudi Arabia uses the lunar Islamic calendar. [79] In Indonesia, the Javanese calendar, created by Sultan Agung in 1633, brings together elements of the Saka calendars before Islam and Islam. [excerpt required] The British writer Nicholas Hagger writes that Muammar
Gaddafi declared on December 1, 1978, after taking control of Libya that the Muslim calendar should have started with the death of the Prophet Mohammed in 632, rather than hijri (Muhammad's exodus from Mecca to Medina) in 622. That left the country ten years behind the standard Muslim calendar. [80] However, according to the 2006 Encyclopedia of the Developing World, Gaddafi's unique Libyan
calendar, which counts years after the prophet's birth or sometimes death, is more confusing. July and August, named after Julius and Augustus Caesar, are now Nasser and Hannibal, respectively. [81] Reflecting on a visit to the country in 2001, American correspondent Neil MacFarquhar said life in Libya was so unpredictable that people weren't even sure what year it was. The year of my visit was
officially 1369. But only two years ago, libyans lived in 1429. No one could name me the day the count changed, especially since they both stayed in the game. ... Event organizers threw up their hands and put them in a place in their announcement of the Western year. [82] Computer support Hijri support was available in later versions of traditional Visual Basic and is also available in the .NET Framework.
Since the release of Java 8, the Islamic calendar has been supported in the new Date and Time API. See also Sun Hijri calendar Hebrew calendar Persian calendar Babylonian calendar Pre-Islamic Arab calendar Greek calendar Gregorian month Arabic names Islamic New Year References ^ Hijri calendar beginning - Paul Lunde, Saudi Aramco World Magazine (November/December 2005), 1/1/2019 ^ a b
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ررارررررر وووی  : » ُٰهللا » ^ Al-Razi, Fakhr al-Din. Tefsir al-Kabir (Arabic). P. Volume 5, Page 251. رراارراارراااررررررررررررررررررارراررارراارراررااررررررررررررررررررررررررراارررااارراااارررراارررررراارررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررر �اُولوَُقت  رر  ررررررروی  ررررم  ُٰهللا  ٰىلَص  ررررررررا  رررم 

رااررااررررااررااررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررر  The رراارررر رراارررر  رراارررر  رراارررر  ررررر  رراراراررررر  رررااارررر  ررررررررررررررررررررر  ررررررررررررررررررررررررررر  ررررررررررررررررم  رررر  رراارراارااارااراارارررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررر  َٰىلَاَعت  ِٰهللا  ررررراررررر  ررووم  رروووو  » رر ررراررررم » ووم  وواوم   » �اُولُوق ِْنٰكََلو 
رررر رراااررررر  ررااررررر   ^ Ibn al-Jazeera, Abdul rahman. Al-Mawdu'at (Arabic). P. Volume 2, Page 187. ِٰهللا �اُولُوق  ِْنٰكََلو  یی  ررارررررر »  » �اُولوَُقت ارر  رررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررر : ووی  ررررم  ُٰهللا  ٰىلَص  ِٰهللا  ررررررر  ررارم   Ibn Abu Hatim, Abdul Rahman. Commentary Ibn Abu Khadija (Arabic). P. Volume 1, Pg. 310, Nu. 1648. ارر
رررر �اُولُوق ر  ِْنٰكََلو  راراررارراررررر  ررارارراررررر  ررارارراررررر  رراراررارراررررر  ررااررارراررررر  رراررارراررررر  رراراررارراررررر  ررااراررارراررارررارراررررر  رراراررارراررررر  رراراررارراررارراررارراررارراررارراررارراررارراررارررارررارررارررراررررارررررر  رووو  , » ِٰهللا یرااارررم  ررم  ررا  رارررا  ررارررررر  ررررررم  رررارررررر ,»  » �اُولوَُقت  Fawa'id al-OK (Arabic). P. Cilt 1, Pg. 104, Nu. 241. َال َملَسَو : ِْهَيَلع  ُٰهللا  ٰىلَص  ِٰهللا  ُلوُسَر  َلَاق 
ِِهبَاِتك لََجو  َزع  ُْمكبَر  َلَاق  اََمك  َناَضَمَر » ُْرهَش  �اُولُوق «  ِْنٰكََلو  ِمَاِظْعلا  لََجو  َزع  ِٰهللا  ِءاَمَْسأ  ْنِم  ٌمْسا  َناَضَمَر  ِنَإف  َاَذَكو ,» َاَذك  َناَضَمَر  ييف  ُْتَعنَص   » ََالو َناَضَمَر ,» ُتُْمق  َو« َناَضَمَر «» ُتْمُص   » ُْمُكدََحأ َنلوَُقي   ^ İbn el-Saqri, Ebu Tahir. Mashyakhah (Arabic). P. Cilt 1, Pg. 126, Nu. 52. ِٰهللا ِءاَمَْسأ  ْنِم  ٌمْسا  ُهِنَإف  َناَضَمَر  ُْرهَش  ُناَضَمَر »  » ِيلوَُقت ُءاَْريَمُح َال  َاي  َملَسَو : ِْهَيَلع  ُٰهللا  ٰىلَص  ِٰهللا  ُلوُسَر  َلاََقف  َناَضَمَر  َٰىْنعَم  اَم  ِٰهللا  َلوُسَر  َاي  ُْتُلق  َْتلَاق  َاْهَنع  ُٰهللا  َيِضَر  َةَِشئَاع 

َاهَرََفَغف ِِهدَابِع  َبُوُنذ  َضَمَْرأ  َناَضَمَر  ِيْنَعي  َضَمَْرأ  َناَضَمَر  ِيْنَعي  ِْنٰكََلو   ^ El-Kulayni, Muhammed b.Kur'ân. Sura Sura P. Book 14 (Fasting), Ch. 4. ارررر ررررررر » ااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااااارررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررارررراررررراررررررررررررراررررررررررررررررراارااااررررر  رررووور   » �اُولوَُقت اررر  اااررررااررررر  َاٰذَه  (: » رررااارررررا ررروم   ) ررررووی ووم  ررروم  ررارم 
ووارررر وووورا  ورروووم  ررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررارررارررررر  رررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررارررررارررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررررارراررراررررارراررارررررررررررررررررررررررررررر  �اُولُوق  ِْنٰكََلو  رررررررررررورر  ررووی  وور  ارررر  وووووور  اررررر  رررورر  وووووم  ِٰهللا  رراااررم  ررم  ررم  ررا  ررارررا  ررارررررر  ررررررم  ررارررررر » ووارم  »
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